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Mandisi Mpahlwa, Minister of Trade and Industry, and Eddie Funde, 

Chairperson of SACCCOM, in conversation with Derek Cooper,  

Chairperson of Standard Bank

Cooper:  We’ve recently heard a lot about 
the potential of business process outsourcing 
as a job creator. What is business process 
outsourcing?
Funde: Contracting out functions by businesses 
is not new. But collaboration between 
companies and external service providers 
who are off-site and increasingly off-shore has 
increased rapidly with the universal use of 
e-mail and the availability of high bandwidth 
and web-based connections.  

This has given birth to a rapidly 
expanding business process outsourcing 
industry covering general back office work (data 
input, document management and processing); 
corporate services (finance, accounting, IT 
and other services); customer contact through 
call centres like billing and technical support; 
and specialised services in areas like banking, 
insurance and health care.

The value of this work, globally, is 
increasing rapidly. We believe that the global 
industry will increase from about $10-billion 
to over $50-billion per year by the end of the 
decade. Developing countries like India have 
benefited greatly from this work because it has 
helped create jobs for them and linked them 
to the global economy. Others like Thailand, 
Mauritius and Singapore are gearing themselves 
up to capture a share of this work. 

Cooper: What Eddie Funde has described, 
implies a fiercely competitive global market.  
Can we compete?
Minister Mpahlwa: South Africa has a 
number of important competitive advantages 

in this sector, including a strong capability in 
the high growth sectors like financial services 
and insurance. Our people also have a good 
grasp of the English language in which much of 
the interaction takes place. In addition, South 
Africa has an attractive business environment 
and we already have a growing business 
process outsourcing industry on which we can 
build. I think we are seen as a sophisticated 
and promising emerging market by many 
potential investors.

It is not just that South Africa is 
attractive for the location of business process 
outsourcing. The exploitation of this sector 
has many advantages for South Africa, not 
least the chance of creating jobs. We believe 
that 100 000 more people could be employed 
in this sector over the next four or five years 
with all the benefits this brings in terms of 
investment, jobs and global competitiveness 
for South Africa.

Cooper: The Minister says that 100 000 more 
people could be employed, but it means we 
will need to develop skills for those people 
who will have to provide the services required.  
Can we train our people at the pace needed 
to achieve the results the Minister wants to 
achieve in the next few years?
Funde: I think we can. But it’s going to take 
an extraordinary effort which will require 
business, government and labour to co-
operate. But we shouldn’t be daunted by this. 
In the first place, we need to build the skills 
of about 25 000 people to work in those 
businesses that will locate in South Africa and 

Can SA compete in business  
process outsourcing?

“We believe that 100 000 more people could be employed in this sector over the 

next four or five years with all the benefits this brings in terms of investment, jobs 

and global competitiveness for South Africa.” – Minister Mandisi Mpahlwa
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those who will expand their operations here. 
To do that, we need to grow the pool of people 
with appropriate skills by about 5 000 per year 
over the next five years. There are challenges 
here for the government and for companies. 
Because of the alignment of this with South 
Africa’s growth and development strategy, we 
believe that funding should be available through 
the national skills system and that companies 
will be willing to provide practical experience, 
because they will benefit by increasing the 
number of skilled people. But we have to 
move quickly. I am encouraged by the fact that 
over the last six months we have seen a great 
willingness of business and government to pull 
together, under the auspices of the Business 
Trust, to meet these challenges.

Cooper: Do we need special incentives to 
attract companies to locate their businesses 
in South Africa?  
Minister Mpahlwa: We’ve shown that we can 
produce effective incentives where these will 
have an impact on national objectives like job 
creation. We have done this in other sectors 
and we are willing to do the same here. It is 
the fundamentals, though, that will sustain 
business interest: a high quality business 
environment, skilled people and efficient 
infrastructure.

We are committed to getting those 
fundamentals in place. I will be working 
with my colleagues in Cabinet to resolve the 
challenges we face. We know that rapid action 
will be needed in respect of telecommunication 
prices and skills development. I believe we can 

meet these challenges. We can’t substitute for 
inefficient infrastructure and inadequate skills 
with incentive programmes. We can, however, 
work together to get the fundamentals right 
and then add some attractive arrangements by, 
for example, speeding up the manner in which 
people wishing to locate in South Africa can do 
so and by providing targeted incentives, where 
needed, to attract the business we need.

Cooper: We in business often turn our 
attention on government when challenges 
have to be met, but the business community 
will also have to do their part in the sectors 
that intersect with the business process 
outsourcing industry, won’t they?
Funde: Yes, that’s right. Business will be 
required to demonstrate an ability to co-
operate in order to compete. We will have to 
work together to attract business. The first 
challenge will be to attract new business to 
South Africa. This will require companies to 
work with one another and the government 
to present what South Africa has to offer. 
Companies are also going to have to accelerate 
training and give a clear commitment to 
building the skills base as only in this way can 
we avoid the increasingly costly scramble for 
a small number of relevant skills. We have to 
establish a reputation for good quality service; 
that means that companies will need to agree 
with one another on how to do that. One or two 
bad experiences could frighten off investors in 
the early stages. We must avoid that.

We are committed to organising 
the industry effectively to achieve this. 

“I am encouraged by the fact that over the last six months we 

have seen a great willingness of business and government to pull 

together ... to meet these challenges.” – Eddie Funde

Eddie Funde, Chairperson 
of SACCCOM

Derek Cooper, Chairperson 
of Standard Bank

Mandisi Mpahlwa, Minister 
of Trade and Industry
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The provincial industry bodies realised in 
2004 that we needed a strong co-ordinated 
marketing effort to position South Africa 
as an attractive international outsourcing 
destination. The South African Call Centre 
Community (SACCCOM) was created to drive 
that marketing effort, working closely with 
the provincial bodies to ensure that South 
Africa is strongly positioned relating to its 
key outsourcing value proposition. We are 
committed to expanding the base of this 
industry organisation to draw in more people, 
and spread its influence beyond call centres to 
include the business process outsourcing sector 
as a whole. Throughout, we are committed to 
working effectively in partnership with our 
colleagues in government.

Funde: We have been very encouraged by 
the commitment of the Business Trust, of 
which you are a board member, to support 
the development of this industry. I think the 
arrangements in the Business Trust are 
seen overseas as being quite unusual – with 
a large number of companies pooling their 
resources and working with government to 
achieve targets and objectives. Can we rely 
on continued support?  
Cooper: The Business Trust has agreed 
to support this process, and to work in co-
operation with the Department of Trade and 
Industry and the range of government and 
other actors needed for success.

What the Business Trust is trying to 
do here fits in exactly with what was agreed 
with the President when it was decided to 

extend the life of the Business Trust. We in the 
business community believe that the creation 
of jobs is one of the most important challenges 
this country faces. That was what motivated 
the establishment of the Business Trust in the 
first place. You are right to say that this is 
unusual, but this is an unusual country with 
extraordinary opportunities. 

In many ways this project is a test of 
our ability as South Africans to do together 
more than we can on our own. Over the last 
ten years we’ve learnt a lot about ourselves, 
our country, our responsibilities and our 
opportunities. We’ve also learnt to work 
together. The challenge we face now is to put 
that experience to work in a way that achieves 
the results we’re looking for. 

The test we face here is not whether we 
can work together. We know we can do that. 
The challenge we face is whether we can do it 
quickly and efficiently enough to capture this 
new opportunity.

“In many ways this project is a test 

of our ability as South Africans to do 

together more than we can on our 

own. Over the last ten years we’ve 

learnt a lot about ourselves, our 

country, our responsibilities and our 

opportunities. ... The challenge we 

face now is to put that experience to 

work in a way that achieves the results 

we’re looking for.” – Derek Cooper 


